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Prestressed Concrete U Beam Design Guide 

Bearing Pad Taper Calculations for U Beams 

The bearing seat for a U beam is level perpendicular to the centerline of bearing but slopes 
along the centerline of bearing between the left and right bearing seat elevations. The 
bearing pad is oriented along the centerline of bearing. This configuration for the U-beam 
bearing allows the pad to taper in only one direction (perpendicular to the centerline of 
bearing). The amount of bearing pad taper depends on three factors - the grade of the U 
beam, the slope of the bearing seat, and the beam angle. 

All U-beam projects should have a Bearing Pad Taper Report included in the plans that 
contains the various pad tapers for use by the bearing pad fabricator. This report summarizes 
the bearing pad taper perpendicular to the centerline of bearing for each beam bearing 
location. The Bridge Geometry System (BGS) software will create a report titled “Bearing 
Pad Taper -- Fabricator’s Report” when using the proper bridge framing option. The 
calculations that follow derive the formula for calculating the bearing pad taper 
perpendicular to centerline of bearing. 

For purposes of developing the formulas for calculating bearing pad taper, the following 
sign convention will be used looking in the direction of increasing station numbers: 

♦ positive bearing seat slope is up and to the right 

♦ negative bearing seat slope is down and to the right 

♦ positive beam grade is up 

♦ negative beam grade is down 

♦ positive bearing pad taper is up 

♦ negative bearing pad taper is down 
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CASE I.  Beam Angle is  θ < 90°  and Right Forward. 

 

 
Figure 1. Plan View of Bearing Seat with Right Forward Beam Angle. 

Perpendicular to the centerline of bearing, the pad taper is only function of the bottom 
surface of the beam. The bearing seat is level in this direction, so the component of pad taper 
due to the top surface of the bearing seat is zero. Using ELEV1, ELEV2, and ELEV3 at 
points 1, 2, and 3, respectively, at the bottom of U beam, the equation for pad taper is: 

TAPER = (ELEV2 – ELEV3)/W 

Where: 

ELEV2 = ELEV1 + BEAM GRADE × (W/sin θ) 

ELEV3 = ELEV1 + SLOPE × (W/tan θ) 

Substituting for ELEV2 and ELEV3 , the equation for pad taper becomes: 

TAPER = (BEAM GRADE – SLOPE × cos θ)/sin θ 
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CASE II.  Beam Angle is θ < 90° and Left Forward. 

 

 
Figure 2. Plan View of Bearing Seat with Left Forward Beam Angle. 

Using ELEV1, ELEV2, and ELEV3 at points 1, 2, and 3, respectively, at the bottom of the U 
beam, the equation for pad taper is: 

TAPER = (ELEV2 – ELEV3)/W 

Where: 

ELEV2 = ELEV1 + BEAM GRADE × (W/sin θ) 

ELEV3 = ELEV1 – SLOPE × (W/tan θ) 

Substituting for ELEV2 and ELEV3, the equation for pad taper becomes: 

TAPER = (BEAM GRADE + SLOPE × cos θ)/sin θ 

CASE III. Beam Angle is  θ = 90°  

Since the centerline of the U beam is perpendicular to centerline of bearing, the component 
of bearing pad taper due to the bearing seat is zero, and the bearing pad taper is simply: 

TAPER = BEAM GRADE 
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Summary 

 
Figure 3. Plan View of Bearing Seat. 

Defining β = beam angle as measured counterclockwise from centerline of bearing, the 
equation for the calculating bearing pad taper for any bearing location is as follows: 

TAPER = (BEAM GRADE – SLOPE × cos β)/sin β 
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Haunch Calculations for U Beams 

U beams are not placed vertical like I beams but at a cross-slope. For spans with constant 
cross-slope and constant overall width, U beams will be at the same cross-slope as the 
roadway surface. For spans with more complicated geometry, such as varying cross-slope 
and/or varying overall width, U beams will be at some cross-slope other than the cross-slope 
of the roadway surface. Each U beam in a span is balanced in cross-slope from the back 
bearing to the forward bearing of the beam so that no torsion is introduced into the beam.  
Thus, the haunch at centerline of bearing for the left edge of the beam may be different than 
the haunch at right edge of the beam. Skewed beam end conditions can also contribute to a 
different haunch at centerline bearing for each edge of the beam (this difference can exist 
even with a constant cross-slope, i.e., it is due to the geometry of the roadway surface and 
not necessarily the balancing of the U beam). 

In terms of calculating the required haunch at centerline of bearing for a U beam, the haunch 
for each edge of top flange of the U beam must be calculated.  Once the minimum haunch 
value is established, the maximum haunch at centerline of bearing on the opposite top edge 
of the U beam can be calculated as well as the deduct value for computing bearing seat 
elevations. The following is a suggested method of calculating the required haunch and the 
corresponding deduct values for U beams: 

Step 1.  Execute a preliminary BGS run using the beam framing options 20, 21, or 22 in 
order to calculate the vertical curve component of the haunch.  On the BRNG card, input the 
section depth as zero and the pedestal width equal to the top flange width of the U beam 
(7.42' for U40 beams and 8.00' for U54 beams). Be sure to add the letter “P” in column 80 of 
the BRNG card. This will instruct BGS to keep the top flange width dimension 
perpendicular to the centerline of U beam.  Thus, for skewed beam end conditions, BGS will 
take into account the skew at that end of the U beam and give the corresponding vertical 
ordinates at the centerline of bearing for the left and right edges of the top flange (See Figure 
5). Also, include a VCLR card for each span with the bridge alignment as the specified 
alignment. 

Step 2. Examine the BGS output. Three lines of vertical ordinates will be generated for 
every U beam, i.e., the vertical ordinates along the left top edge, centerline, and right top 
edge of U beam. The first and last columns of each vertical ordinate table are the ordinates 
at centerline of back bearing and forward bearing, respectively. One or both vertical ordinate 
values at the left and right top edge of the U beam at centerline of bearing will be zero. A 
vertical ordinate of zero indicates that the top edge of the U beam is matched with the 
elevation of the top of slab at that point. Thus, the vertical placement is controlled by these 
“corners” of the U beam that have vertical ordinates of zero. 

The corner opposite to the controlling corner at the centerline of bearing will either have a 
zero or negative vertical ordinate. Its value depends on the bridge geometry and/or balancing 
of the U beam. A zero value for the vertical ordinate at the dependent corner means that at 
that point the top of the U beam is also matched with the elevation of the top of slab.  
However, a negative vertical ordinate value at the dependent corner means that at that point 
the top edge of U beam is below the elevation at top of slab. This negative vertical ordinate 
is the difference in haunch at centerline of bearing from the left top edge of beam to the right 
top edge of beam due to bridge geometry and/or balancing of the U beam.  (See Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Example Plan View of the Vertical Ordinates for U Beam. 

Figure 5 illustrates the vertical ordinates produced by BGS for the left and right top edges of 
the U beam when framing a span with a crest vertical curve and a varying cross-slope along 
the span. It is shown only to help visualize a possible scenario of vertical ordinates produced 
by BGS. 

 
Figure 5. Example Vertical Profile at Edges of U Beam. 
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Figure 6. Example of U Beam Geometry as per BGS. 

When inputting the top flange width of the U beam, bf, on the BRNG card, the VCLR 
command calculates the vertical ordinates at an offset distance of bf/2 from the BGS beam 
line (See Figure 6.). The standard convention for defining the BGS beam line is a vertical 
line at a point coinciding with the centerline of the bottom of the bearing pad. Thus, for U 
beams at a cross-slope, the beam rotates about this point. This rotation of the U beam shifts 
the top flange of the beam transversely with respect to the BGS beam line. BGS makes no 
adjustment for the rotation-induced transverse movement and, therefore, yields vertical 
ordinate calculations that are not exactly at the outside edge of the top flange. However, this 
error should be negligible as the offset error will only be approximately 1" for a U54 on a 
2% cross-slope. 

Step 3.  Calculate the required minimum haunch at centerline bearing that will work for all 
U beams in a span. Start by calculating the required minimum haunch at centerline of 
bearing for both the left and right top edges of each U beam in that span. For each side of the 
beam, work from the controlling corner and use the entire maximum vertical ordinate on that 
edge in your haunch calculation. Do not be concerned with the vertical ordinate value at the 
dependent corner for each side because that value affects only the maximum haunch (see 
Step 4), not the minimum haunch. Also, we typically use 75% of the predicted camber by 
Prestress 14 for U beams because in the field we have not been consistently getting our 
predicted cambers. Keeping the sign convention used by BGS [a positive vertical ordinate 
means the top of beam is above the top of slab at that point, while a negative ordinate means 
the top of beam is below the top of slab at that point], the required minimum haunch values 
at centerline of bearing for each U beam will be: 

Left Top Edge: Min. Haunchreq’d = 0.75C - 0.8ΔDL + VOmax L + Min. HaunchCL Span 

Right Top Edge: Min. Haunchreq’d = 0.75C - 0.8ΔDL + VOmax R + Min. HaunchCL Span 

Where: 

VOmax L = maximum vertical ordinate, left top edge (usually at mid-span) 

VOmax R = maximum vertical ordinate, right top edge (usually at mid-span) 

C = camber of U beam 

ΔDL = dead load deflection of U beam due to slab only 
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Min. HaunchCL Span = minimum haunch specified at centerline span (usually ½") 

Using the largest required haunch value for that span: 

Min. Haunchused = Min. Haunchreq’d  (round up to the nearest ¼") 

This haunch value will be the haunch at all controlling corners for each U beam in that span. 

Step 4.  Calculate the corresponding maximum haunches at centerline of bearing. The 
maximum haunches at centerline of bearing occur at the dependent corners of each U beam.  
These maximum haunches may vary between U beams in a span but typically will not vary 
for the same U beam.  The maximum haunches at centerline of bearing for each U beam in a 
span are: 

Left Top Edge: Max. Haunchcal’d = Min. Haunchused - VOLt Depdt Corner 

Right Top Edge: Max. Haunchcal’d = Min. Haunchused - VORt Depdt Corner 

Where: 

VOLt Depdt Corner = vertical ordinate value, left top edge, dependent corner 

VORt Depdt Corner = vertical ordinate value, right top edge, dependent corner  

Step 5.  Calculate the slab dimensions at centerline of bearing, Xmin and Xmax, and the 
theoretical slab dimensions at mid-span, ZL and ZR, for each U beam in the span (See Figure 
7). The equations are: 

Xmin = Min. Haunchused + slab thickness 

Xmax = Max. Haunchcal’d + slab thickness 

ZL = Min. Haunchused - Min. Haunchreq’d @ left edge + slab thickness + Min. HaunchCL Span 

ZR = Min. Haunchused - Min. Haunchreq’d @ right edge + slab thickness + Min. HaunchCL Span 

Again, Xmin is the section depth at all controlling corners of the beam while Xmax is the 
section depth at all dependent corners of the beam (any difference in Xmax for each 
dependent corner of an individual beam should be negligible). 
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Figure 7. Section Depth Information on Production Drawings. 

Figure 7: above shows a typical plan view and table that can be used on production drawings 
to describe the depth and location of the X and Z values.  In order to use a single and generic 
detail, the “min” and “max” designation is changed to an open convention using the letters 
“A” and “B”.  As a result, XA and XB can be either the Xmin or Xmax values. 

Step 6.  Calculate the required deduct at the specific bearing location to use in computing the 
final bearing seat elevations. Table 1 shows the pedestal widths for the U40 and U54 beams 
with the standard and dapped end conditions. The pedestal widths listed depend on the beam 
angle and are adequate for up to two 9" x 19" bearing pads.  Also, because you can only 
input one pedestal width per BRNG card, the pedestal width used must be for the U beam 
with the smallest beam angle at that bearing location.  Be sure to omit the letter “P” in 
column 80 of the BRNG card so that BGS applies the pedestal width along the centerline of 
bearing. 

 
Table 1. Standard Bearing Seat Dimension “D” 

Beam Angle Standard End Dapped End 
75°≤ θ ≤ 90° 4'-6" 5'-0" 
60°≤ θ < 75° 5'-0" 5'-6" 
45°≤ θ < 60° 5'-6" 6'-0" 
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Figure 8. Location of Deduct for Final Bearing Seat Elevations. 

The required deduct for calculating bearing seat elevations needs to be the deduct at the edge 
of the bearing seat (see Figure 8.) This deduct can be obtained by interpolating between the 
values Xmin and Xmax for each U beam using the beam angle, the top flange width of the 
beam, and the chosen bearing seat width.  The largest calculated deduct at that bearing 
location should be used to compute the final bearing seat elevations for all the U beams at 
that bearing location. The difference between the calculated deducts at a given bearing 
location should be negligible, but you may want to check your worst case span initially to 
see if the difference is large enough to take into account.  The deduct for the calculation of 
final bearing seat elevations is: 

Deduct = (Xmax -  Xmin)/(bf /sin θ) x (bf - D)/2 + Xmin  + Beam Depth + Brng. Pad Thickness 

Where: 

bf = top flange width 

θ = beam angle 

D = chosen pedestal width 

Note: The beam angle can probably be ignored because of negligible difference in the final 
deduct amount.  In addition, this formula does not include the vertical adjustment of the 
beam depth and bearing pad thickness due to the cross-slope of the beam, which is also 
negligible. 
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Summary 

The required haunch at centerline of bearing for the left and right top edges of the U beam 
should always be calculated working from the controlling corner for that side. This is done 
because the vertical ordinate for the dependent corner is “built-in” to the geometry for the 
beam and bridge. We cannot use that value in determining our haunch because the vertical 
ordinate at the dependent corner is always present, i.e., we cannot adjust the beam vertically 
to reduce that dimension. Basically, the controlling corners will have the minimum haunch 
at centerline of bearing while the dependent corners will have the maximum haunch at 
centerline of bearing, the difference being the vertical ordinate value at the dependent 
corner. Incidentally, because the U beam is at an average cross-slope, the haunches at 
centerline of bearing for the back end of the beam for the left and right edges will typically 
be reversed at the forward end of the beam. 

At mid-span, the theoretical haunch value for the left and right top edges of each U beam 
will be the same value if the roadway surface cross-slope is constant or transitions at a 
constant rate over the entire length of the span and the beam spacing remains constant in the 
span.  For any other case, the theoretical haunch at mid-span may be different for the left 
and right top edges of each U beam. 

 
Beam Framing 
 

♦ Three BGS beam framing options specifically written for U-beams currently exist: 
Options 20, 21, & 22. 

♦ When using BGS, beam spacing should be dimensioned at the bottom of beam.  U-beams 
are not vertical but are rotated to accommodate the cross-slope of the roadway.  
Dimensioning the beam spacing at the bottom of the beams will allow BGS to correctly 
report the beam spacings on the bent reports.  Also, the span sheet details should contain 
the note, “Beam spacing shown is measured at bottom of beam.  Beam spacing at top of 
beam may vary due to cross-slope of U-beams.” 

♦ Because U-beams may not be parallel to the cross-slope of the roadway in a given span, 
the depth of haunch at the left and right top edge of beam may vary.  Special attention 
should be given to these beams in calculating the haunch values. 

♦ The amount of deduct for the calculation of final left and right bearing seat elevations 
should be the deduct at the edge of pedestal (bearing seat) on the minimum haunch side 
of the beam.  This is where BGS applies the input deduct value for a given bearing 
location. 
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Restraining Superstructure Lateral Movement 
 

Two forms of lateral restraint are used with U-beams: slab dowels and shear keys.  Below is 
 information concerning the use of each form of lateral restraint: 
 

Slab Dowel D: 
 

♦ Slab Dowels D are used with inverted-T bents only. 
♦ The detail for Slab Dowel D is shown on the UBMST and UBMST (M) standard sheets. 
♦ A “D” designation needs to be shown on the layouts placed in the elevation view to the 

side of the bent indicating which side of the cap the dowels are to be placed.  In addition, 
slab dowels should be shown on the bent details in plan view. 

♦ Suggested guidelines for placement of Dowels D for different unit scenarios: 
o Unit of three spans or more: use dowels at all interior inverted-T bents and no 

dowels at end of unit. 
o Unit of two spans: use dowels at all inverted-T bents.  If unit ends with abutments, 

consider using shear keys. 
o Simple span: use same criteria as unit of two spans. 

♦ Slab Expansion Dowels D are typically placed on the forward side of the inverted-T stem 
or on the side of the stem with the most beams.  One dowel is to be placed at the 
centerline of every beam a distance of 1 ft (300) from centerline of bent.  The 1 ft 
dimension is simply a default distance shown on the standards and can be superseded at 
the discretion of the designer when dimensioned on the bent sheet. 

 
Shear Keys 
 

♦ Shear keys (or some other form of lateral restraint) are recommended for superelevated 
cross-sections on curves or on cross-sections sloping in one direction on straight 
roadways as follows: 

(1) on abutments caps at the ends of simple spans 
(2) on abutment caps at the end of units if first interior bent does not have slab  

    dowels or other lateral restraints 
(3) on rectangular bent caps 

 
Consideration of the use of shear keys should also be given to bridges that might   

 experience significant vibration from trains or pile driving. 
 

♦ Shear keys are not required between U-beams when using inverted-T bents. 
♦ The placement of shear keys between U-beams are at the discretion of the designer.  

However, typically shear keys are placed in the bay between the exterior and first 
interior beam on each edge of the slab.  The shear keys are to be poured on the cap after 
the beams have been set. 

♦ Typically, the top of the shear key is 5" above the bottom of the U-beam.  For a standard  
1 1/2" build-up with 2 1/2" thick bearing pad, the shear key is 9" (230) in height, 
measured from top of cap. 

♦ Shear keys are designed as pedestals. 
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♦ Bituminous fiber material should be used as a bond breaker at the beam/shear key 
interface. 

♦ See Figure 9 for an example shear key detail. 

 

 
Figure 9. Example Shear Key Detail. 

 

 


